In vitro trackable assembly of RNA-specific nucleocapsids of the respiratory syncytial virus.
The templates for transcription and replication by the respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) polymerase are helical nucleocapsids (NCs), formed by the viral RNAs that are encapsidated by the nucleoprotein (N). Proper NC assembly is vital for the RSV polymerase to engage the RNA template for RNA synthesis. Previous studies of the NCs or nucleocapsid-like particles (NCLPs) from RSV and other non-segmented negative-sense (NNS) RNA viruses have provided insights into the overall NC architecture. However, in these studies, the RNAs are either random cellular RNAs or average viral genomic RNAs. An in-depth mechanistic understanding of the NCs has been hampered by the lack of an in vitro assay that can track NC or NCLP assembly. Here, we established a protocol to obtain RNA-free N protein (N0) and successfully demonstrated the utility of a new assay for tracking assembly of N with RNA oligonucleotides into NCLPs. We discovered that the efficiency of the NCLP (N:RNA) assembly depends on the length and sequence of the RNA incorporated into NCLPs. This work provides a framework to generate purified N0 and incorporate it with RNA into NCLPs in a controllable manner. We anticipate that our assay for in vitro trackable assembly of RSV-specific nucleocapsids may enable in-depth mechanistic analyses of this process.